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Abstract 

In the span of the past decade, the discussion of gun control has become increasingly 

prevalent and reoccurring. Around the world, the news is filled with headlines and articles 

regarding to countless numbers of people dying from mass shootings. In addition to those 

casualties, it not only brings heartbreak and remorse, but it also brings financial burdens upon the 

victims’ families and the country. In a country, like the United States, where citizens have the 

Constitutional right to bear arms, it can correlate to higher firearm crime rates because obtaining 

a firearm is easier due to the Second Amendment. However, comparing the United States to 

other Western democracies such as the United Kingdom and Germany, the comparison in 

firearm and overall crime rates are substantially different.  In the United States, gun violence has 

become an epidemic where citizens see a new shooting occur every week. However, gun 

violence and mass shootings have seemed to become the ‘normal’ for American society. If the 

United States were to mimic the gun legislation of the United Kingdom and Germany, the 

government and its citizens would be able to foresee the alarming differences in rates between 

countries and gun violence should be considered uncommon. The overall purpose of this 

research paper is to inform the readers and audience of the differences in gun legislation between 

three similar Western democracies and how it correlates to the rates of gun violence and overall 

crime.  
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Introduction 

"A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people 

to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.” - The Second Amendment of the United States 

Constitution 

In the United States of America, citizens have the right to bear arms due to the Second 

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. Though in countries like Germany and the United 

Kingdom, citizens are not entitled to the right to bear arms. Compared to Germany, with a 

firearm ownership rate of 19.6, and the United Kingdom with a rate of 4.6, the United States has 

the highest rate of firearm ownership in the world with an estimate of 120.5 firearms per 100 

civilians (World Population Review). In the United States alone, an estimate of around twelve 

people are killed with guns for every 100,000 residents (Giffords Law Center). However in 

Germany, the gun death rate per 100,000 people is 1.0 and in the United Kingdom, the rate is 0.2 

(World Population Review). The substantial difference in these rates could be due to Germany 

and the United Kingdom having one of the strictest gun laws in Europe and around the world.  

In Germany, citizens are required to obtain a ‘Waffenbesitzkarte’ or a ‘Waffenschein,’ 

otherwise known as a license to carry. To obtain this license, people under the age of 25 must go 

through psychiatric evaluation and pass a specialized knowledge test (Anderson, 2016). It is 

considered difficult to obtain such a license in Germany because there must be a true, valid 

reason behind the request of the license. Many of the gun legislation in Germany today has been 

shaped by the Holocaust-era. Germany has the fourth-highest gun ownership worldwide but one 

of the lowest rates of gun-related deaths around the world (Anderson, 2016). 
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In the United Kingdom, citizens can only possess or purchase a firearm after assessment 

from their local police force (The Week, 2019). The United Kingdom will grant a license if the 

chief officer of the police believes that he/she is fit enough to own one or if there is good 

reasoning behind needing a firearm, such as for a job. Similar to Germany, the United Kingdom 

also conducts an evaluation and criminal record checks on individuals who wish to own a 

firearm. Due to the Firearms Act, the United Kingdom expanded the list of banned weapons 

which makes it more difficult to possess certain firearms (Library of Congress). Though the 

United Kingdom has low gun crime rates, there has been a substantial increase in knife crimes. 

Police forces in the United Kingdom have recorded a seven percent increase in knife offenses at 

the end of June 2019 (Office for National Statistics). 

The sole purpose of this research paper is to inform the audience of the comparisons and 

contrasts in gun legislation in the United States to Germany and the United Kingdom, and how 

those similarities or differences can affect crime per capita in each country. Germany and the 

United Kingdom have strict gun laws set in place for their citizens. The rates for gun-related 

crime in Germany and the United Kingdom are remarkably lower than the statistics for the 

United States. Compared to Germany and the United Kingdom, the United States is more 

permissive on gun ownership, due to the Second Amendment, which can correlate to higher rates 

of gun violence.  
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Limitations 

Personal Bias 

The author of this research paper has a few limitations that have impacted the writing of 

this paper. The author has a rather neutral viewpoint on gun legislation. She acknowledges the 

pros and cons of both sides. Though she is aware of the viewpoints of both anti-gun and pro-gun 

advocates, she leans more toward anti-gun rather than pro-gun herself. Although the writer has 

an anti-gun bias, the writing of this paper has been written to eliminate all personal bias and is 

specifically in place to state statistics and facts. 

Limited Resources 

The author has also chosen to conduct the research of her paper on three Western 

democracies: the United States, the United Kingdom, and Germany. All three of these countries 

have similar cultures and beliefs which can be viewed as restricting. The selection of these 

countries has restricted her from learning the contrasting viewpoints of gun legislation in varying 

cultures. Also, the United Kingdom, the United States, and Germany have similar types of 

government. They are all Western democracies which also limit the author from learning about 

different types of government. 

Literature Review 

Each year, an average of 36,383 Americans die from gun violence. This can range from 

gun suicides, homicides, law enforcement shootings, unintentional shootings, and some can also 

be undetermined (Giffords Law Center). In the United States, citizens have the right to bear arms 

according to the Second Amendment of the Constitution which is the law of the land. However, 
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several Americans are wanting to draw the line to end gun violence between morality and 

sticking to the country’s principles.  

The Second Amendment is often stated upon when touching on the topic of gun violence 

in the United States and around the world. The law review written by Nicholas J. Johnson, titled 

A Second Amendment Moment: The Constitutional Politics of Gun Control, touches on the 

foundation of the Second Amendment and why the Founding Fathers of America found it 

necessary. The law review states that Americans never had privately-owned firearms and if one 

did, it was not functioning that well. Since firearms were not as technologically advanced as they 

could be, there was no strong expectation for any Americans to own any. Commentators have 

argued that if the Second Amendment was originally put into place to protect an individual right, 

then situations that are happening in modern-day society would be seen as archaic (Johnson, 

2006). 

The Second Amendment states, “A well-regulated Militia, being necessary to the security 

of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed” (Masters, 

2019). Unlike the United Kingdom, the United States has the right to bear arms in the sense of 

open-carry and concealed carry. However, the United Kingdom does not have that right. In an 

article written by Jonathan Masters, titled U.S. Gun Policy: Global Comparisons, it compares 

gun legislation of the United States to other countries like the United Kingdom. The United 

Kingdom has one of the strictest gun laws in the world. After the Hungerford Massacre of 1987, 

the United Kingdom passed the Firearms (Amendment) Act which expanded the list of banned 

weapons and increased registration requirements to own a firearm (Masters, 2019).  
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Germany is another country where there are heavy and strict gun regulations are 

prevalent. In an article by Emma Anderson, titled Five Things to Know About Guns in Germany, 

it touches on the gun legislation in the country. In Germany, citizens do not have the personal 

liberty to bear arms. The Nazi and Holocaust-era helped shaped the gun regulations the country 

has today. German citizens must obtain a firearms ownership license called a Waffenbesitzkarte 

or a license to carry called a Waffenschein (Anderson, 2016). Also, people under 25 applying for 

a license for the first time must go through a psychiatric evaluation and pass a specialized 

knowledge test (Anderson, 2016). In Germany, it is often difficult to obtain a license because one 

must provide a specific need to own a firearm. Germany has the fourth-highest gun ownership 

worldwide but one of the lowest rates of gun-related deaths around the world (Anderson, 2016). 

In the United States, gun deaths increased by sixteen percent from 2014 to 2017 (Giffords 

Law Center). There are several arguments one can make on why gun deaths have increased in 

the past few years. However, one major argument is that mental health is the main and core 

reason for the increase in gun violence. The editorial by Liza H. Gold, titled Gun Violence: 

Psychiatry, Risk Assessment, and Social Policy, touches on how gun violence and mental health 

intertwine with one another. On a statistical level, mass shootings that are committed by mentally 

ill individuals is a rather rare incident. Most gun-related violence that is committed by mentally 

ill individuals is suicide. “More than 90 percent of persons who commit suicide have a mental 

illness, 15 and over the past decade, firearms have accounted for 50 percent or more of all deaths 

by suicide and almost twice as many suicides as homicides… Firearms are involved in 67 

percent of homicides, 43 percent of robberies, and 21 percent of aggravated assaults, and at least 

50 percent of all suicides” (Gold, 2013).  
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Body 

The United States 

United States Court Cases 

The United States’ court case, District of Columbia v. Heller (2008), overturned the 

Firearms Control Regulations Act of 1975 and held the argument of the Second Amendment for 

the right to bear and keep arms. The Firearms Control Regulations Act of 1975 prohibited 

residents from owning handguns, semi-automatic rifles, and automatic rifles (oyez.org). Dick 

Heller argued that the act violated his Second Amendment right to keep and own a hand-gun in 

his household in the case of self-defense. On oyez.org, it states the court’s decision that “...the 

first clause of the Second Amendment that references a “militia” is a prefatory clause that does 

not limit the operative clause of the Amendment. Additionally, the term “militia” should not be 

confined to those serving in the military, because at the time the term referred to all able-bodied 

men who were capable of being called to such service.” Justice John Paul Stevens wrote the 

dissent opinion and state that the Second Amendment protects an American’s right to keep and 

bear arms but does not create unlimited right to possess a firearm in the sense of self-defense 

(oyez.org). The decision of the court concluded in a 5-4 ruling. 

Another court case that is connected to the District of Columbia v. Heller (2008) court 

case is McDonald v. Chicago (2010). In McDonald v. Chicago, instead of the District of 

Columbia handgun ban only being in effect in Washington, District of Columbia, the ban was set 

in place for the entire country. The Seventh Circuit was reversed and the Court decided that 

“...holding that the Fourteenth Amendment makes the Second Amendment right to keep and bear 

arms for the purpose of self-defense applicable to the states” (oyez.org). Justice Samuel A. Alito 
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wrote the majority opinion and the Court reasoned that rights are fundamental to the definition of 

liberty and that liberty is in the roots of the country which appropriately correlated with the 

Fourteenth Amendment. Justice Alito also wrote the plurality opinion that the Due Process 

Clause recognizes the Second Amendment right in the court case of District of Columbia v. 

Heller (oyez.org). Justice Antonin Scalia wrote a concurring opinion and agreed with the Court’s 

opinion but disagreed with the dissent of Justice John Paul Stevens. The decision of the court 

also concluded in a 5-4 ruling in for Otis McDonald.  

Mass Shootings 

The number of mass shootings occurring in the United States has become more frequent 

in the past few years. Though, during the past decade, the number of mass shootings has 

remained consistent and has not increased in frequency. A mass shooting is defined as an event 

where four or more individuals have been injured or killed with a firearm (Giffords Law Center). 

During the past decade, 1,121 Americans were shot and killed and 8,385 were injured in 194 

mass shootings (Giffords Law Center). An average of one in four victims were children and 

teens. 309 children and teens were killed and 194 were wounded in these shootings. Also, a 

majority of mass shootings often happen in private homes. Sixty-one percent of shootings have 

happened in a home while only twenty-nine percent taking place in a public area (Everytown).  

Since mass shootings have become more prevalent, a handful of Americans are leaning 

towards increased gun reform and control to decrease the statistics of these mass shootings. An 

example of a gun reform policy is universal background checks. Background checks are a 

method used to help keep firearms out of the hands of violent or potentially dangerous 

individuals (Giffords Law Center). According to a polling survey, 83 percent of gun owners 
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support background checks on sales of firearms as well as 72 percent of the National Rifle 

Association members (Agbafe). Also, with the breakdown of universal background checks in 

political parties, 91 percent of Democrats are in favor of stricter gun laws as well as 79 percent 

of Republicans (Everytown). An average of 22 percent of American gun owners did not have a 

background check conducted when purchasing their most recent firearm (Giffords Law Center). 

Background checks are a typical requirement when purchasing a gun, but there are loopholes that 

individuals can go through to obtain one illegally. An estimate of 80 percent of firearms that 

have been purchased from unlicensed sellers for criminal reasons (Giffords Law Center). One in 

three of these mass shooters were legally prohibited from possessing a firearm due to either a 

felony, declared mentally ill, had a domestic violence charge, or a restraining order.  

Mental Health 

Many Americans have different ways on how they interpret the sole cause of gun 

violence. One proposal is the lack of mental health reform. A majority of gun-related crime 

correlates with homicides and suicides. An estimate of 61 percent of gun casualties in the United 

States are deaths from suicide and guns are used in 51 percent of suicide attempts (American 

Psychological Association). Individuals who do suffer from serious mental illness are more 

prone to conflict harm on themselves rather than others.  

When people purchase a firearm, it enables suicidal individuals to act quickly on 

impulses and current emotions. Waiting periods are laws that require a certain number of days to 

pass between the period of purchasing and the possession of a firearm (Giffords Law Center). 

There is no federal law for waiting periods, however, nine states and the District of Columbia 

have waiting periods when purchasing and obtaining a firearm. Suicide survivors have admitted 
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to making unconscious decisions and deciding suicide in a small frame of time. Mandatory 

waiting periods are originally put in place to help lower the rates of suicide by making 

individuals wait a certain amount of time before obtaining the firearm. Waiting periods can 

reduce the number of firearm suicides by seven to eleven percent (Giffords Law Center).  

People often display warning signs when they are considering inflicting harm on 

themselves or others. In 51 percent of mass shootings, the shooter would exhibit warning signs 

before conducting the shooting (Everytown). Red flag laws, also known as extreme risk laws, 

motivate members in a community and family members to report or intervene in crises in which 

an individual is purchasing a firearm to commit harm. Seventeen states and the District of 

Columbia have red flag laws set in place (Everytown). Certain individuals are already prohibited 

from purchasing and possessing a firearm if they have been convicted of certain crimes or have 

been diagnosed as mentally unfit to own one. However, with red flag laws, this helps protect the 

safety of others from those who have not committed a crime or are mentally ill but still display 

warning signs. 

Compensation 

Shootings have an economic impact on the government and victims. The expenses that go 

towards gun-related crimes include medical bills, enforcement, and criminal justice costs, and 

lost income within a family. An estimate of at least $229 billion of the American economy goes 

towards gun violence, including $8.6 billion in direct expenses (Giffords Law Center). On 

October 1, 2017, a man had fired multiple rounds of ammunition, from the 32nd floor of the 

Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino, into a crowd at the Route 91 Harvest Festival in Las Vegas. 

This massacre resulted in 58 casualties and more than 800 people were injured (Giffords Law 
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Center). The shooting has inflicted an economic toll of $600 million on the Las Vegas 

community as well as insurance companies with immense amounts of medical bills and potential 

lawsuits. The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) Resorts International, the company that owns the 

Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino in Las Vegas, agreed to pay up an estimate of $800 million to 

the victims of the shooting (Oppel Jr., 2019). 

Germany 

In Europe, Germany has one of the most restrictive gun laws. The legislation for guns in 

Germany is stringent because the government wants to ensure that firearms do not wound up in 

the hands of those that wish to inflict violence upon others. There have been a handful of reforms 

and acts that have been enforced to make the requirements stricter to purchase, possess, and 

carry a firearm. A new Weapons Act became effective in 2003 after a school shooting and a new 

reform were enacted in 2009 after a school massacre took place in Winnenden (Library of 

Congress). Though recent mass shootings have influenced the current gun reform in Germany, 

the Hitler era and World War II also shaped the gun legislation that is put in place today.  

During World War II and the rise of the Nazis, the Firearms and Ammunition Act of 

1928 was enacted. The act was a permit system for Germans to own and sell firearms and 

ammunition (Greenberg, 2015). In similarity to the 1928 act, a new gun law was passed in 1938 

by Adolf Hitler and the Nazis. The 1938 German Weapons Act had mainly been applied to 

handguns because it made them easier to own if one had a valid hunting license. The act also 

deregulated the process of buying and selling of a rifle, shotgun, and ammunition (Greenberg, 

2015). As the Nazis were in power, they also disarmed the Jews. The Regulations Against Jews’ 

Possession of Weapons was enacted on November 11, 1938. This law prohibited the Jews from 
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possessing any weapons including firearms, knives, ammunition, and truncheons (Greenberg, 

2015).  

Mass Shootings 

The Weapons Act has been amended a handful of times since 2002 to make it more 

restrictive. The act became less permissive on firearms due to occurrences such as mass 

shootings happening across the country. In 2002, 2006, and 2009, the deadliest school shootings 

occurred for Germany (Library of Congress). In Erfurt, a former expelled nineteen-year-old 

student opened fire in his high school in 2002. He shot and killed 16 people, including himself, 

with a semiautomatic pistol. The vast majority of the casualties were teachers (Library of 

Congress). In Emsdetten, an eighteen-year-old student opened fire at his former school in which 

he shot and killed five people before shooting himself. The student was armed with a sawed-off 

percussion rifle as well as a sawed-off bolt-action rifle (Library of Congress). This shooting also 

led to increased restrictions of sales on violent computer games to juveniles. Lastly, in 2009, the 

Winnenden massacre occurred. In Winnenden, a seventeen-year-old opened fire with a 

semiautomatic pistol at his old school and killed fifteen people, including himself. The former 

student obtained the pistol from his father’s room in which it was kept unlocked. 

Licensing 

In Germany, citizens need a license to purchase, carry, and possess a firearm. The most 

common license to possess a firearm is a Waffenbesitzkarte, while a Waffenschein is a license to 

carry a weapon (Library of Congress). These firearm licenses must be evaluated by the 

authorities before or after three years. The basic requirements for a license are a minimum age of 

eighteen, the proven reliability of the applicant, general knowledge of weapons technology and 
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law, five years of residency in Germany, and a reasonable need for the weapon (Library of 

Congress). Other requirements include going under the evaluation for criminal records or 

drug/substance abuse. A reasonable need for a weapon is typically granted to hunters, marksmen, 

shooting association members, etcetera because these individuals need a firearm to maintain 

public safety. A Waffenbesitzkarte also specifies the number of weapons one is legally 

authorized to possess (Library of Congress). The number of firearms permitted depends on the 

reasoning of the applicant and the license is valid for one year unless it is renewed. For hunters, 

the permit will grant them an indefinite number of long-arm firearms but only two short arms 

while members of a shooting association are only allowed to possess three repeating long arms 

(Library of Congress).  

Prohibited Firearms/Weapons 

Germany has a list of banned and restricted firearms. Due to the Weapons Act, fully 

automated guns were banned including semi-automatic firearms that were not being used in the 

sense of hunting or sport shooting (Library of Congress). After the Erfurt shooting in 2008, 

pump-action shotguns with pistol grips were also banned. Firearms that are not on the banned list 

are still restricted to certain provisions and are only allowed to be acquired under certain 

circumstances. 

If a German citizen chooses to possess a firearm, it is his/her responsibility to keep the 

weapon(s) in safekeeping under a lock and key. Owners must report to the authorities how they 

are storing their weapon(s) and give them the approval of monitoring compliance (Library of 

Congress). The German Constitution protects home privacy and access cannot be refused if there 

is a threat of imminent danger, but access must be granted without a search warrant if an 
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authority wishes to conduct a random inspection. Inspections are conducted to ensure that the 

owner is taking responsibility for the weapon and is keeping it in safe storage.  

The United Kingdom 

Similar to Germany, the United Kingdom also has one of the most stringent gun laws in 

the world. In the United Kingdom, only police officers, armed forces, and individuals with 

written permission from the Home Secretary may possess a firearm (Library of Congress). Since 

the late 1960s, the main gun law has been amended to become more restrictive in response to 

massacres. The law bans a range of firearms such as handguns, shotguns, imitation firearms, 

deactivated firearms, and air weapons (Library of Congress). To obtain a firearm license, one 

must go to the police force to request one, meet certain criteria requirements, and provide a good 

reason as to why they need a weapon. 

Firearm Acts 

There were a few acts in the early stages that limited the ownership of firearms. The Gun 

Licenses Act of 1870 and the Pistols Act of 1903 required firearm owners to hold a license from 

the post office and to generate revenue (Library of Congress). However, these two acts were 

viewed as ineffective and in 1920, the Firearms Act was enforced. The Firearms Act of 1920 was 

to stop firearms from being used by criminals or by those who were seen as unfit to possess a 

weapon. The Firearms Act was not only enacted to limit gun crime but also to ensure that the 

uprisings occurring in Russia, would not carry into Britain that correlated to the end of World 

War I (Library of Congress). 
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Mass Shootings 

As stated before, the main gun law has been amended several times in response to 

massacres. In 1987, the Hungerford Massacre occurred where a man, Michael Ryan, shot and 

killed sixteen people using two high-velocity semi-automatic rifles, a US M1 carbine, and an 

assault rifle (Library of Congress). Michael Ryan not only killed sixteen people but among the 

sixteen casualties was his mother and he also wounded fourteen other individuals. Due to the 

Hungerford Massacre, the Firearms (Amendment) Act of 1988 was passed which prohibited the 

possession of high-powered rifles and burst firearms. A similar act the Firearms (Amendment) 

Act of 1997 was passed in response to the Dunblane shooting. In Dunblane, Scotland, Thomas 

Hamilton shot and murdered sixteen children at a primary school in 1996 (Library of Congress). 

At the time of the shooting, Thomas Hamilton lawfully owned two rifles and four handguns 

when he conducted the massacre. The act was passed in response to the public and essentially 

prohibited the private ownership of handguns in Britain. Lastly, in 2010, Derrick Bird killed 

twelve people while also injuring twenty-five in Cumbria, England (Library of Congress). In the 

shooting, he legally possessed the firearms that were used to conduct the massacre. Though the 

Cumbria shooting was a massacre, no further changes were made in the firearm laws.  

Prohibited Firearms/Weapons 

In 1968, the Firearms Act was passed to monitor the use and possession of firearms. In 

the act, it states the prohibited weapons and firearms that may not be privately owned by any 

individual. The Firearms Act of 1968 defines a firearm as “a lethal barreled weapon of any 

description from which any shot, bullet or other missiles can be discharged” (Library of 

Congress). The act not only bans certain firearms, but it also bans military-style weapons. 
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Prohibited weapons include “any firearm which is so designed or adapted that two or more 

missiles can be successively discharged without repeated pressure on the trigger, self-loading or 

pump-action rifled gun other than one which is chambered for .22 rim-fire cartridges, has a 

barrel less than 30 centimeters in length or is less than 60 centimeters in length overall, 

self-loading or pump-action smooth-bore guns, smooth-bore revolver guns other than one which 

is chambered for 9mm. rim-fire cartridges or a muzzle-loading gun, rocket launchers, mortars, 

air rifles, air guns, air pistols, any weapon designed for the discharge of any noxious liquid/gas, 

any cartridge with a bullet designed to explode on or immediately before impact, and grenades, 

bombs (or other like missile), or rocket or shell designed to explode as aforesaid” (Library of 

Congress).  

Certification/Licensing 

In the United Kingdom, it is illegal to possess or purchase a firearm without a certificate 

or license to do so under the Firearms Act of 1968. If an individual has the desire to possess a 

firearm, one must go to the chief officer of the police and apply for a certificate (Library of 

Congress). The applicant must provide a valid and genuine reason as to why they need to acquire 

a firearm. One can apply for a shotgun or firearm certificate. Though a shotgun is classified as a 

firearm, the requirements to obtain a shotgun are more in-depth than to obtain a typical firearm.  

The application for a shotgun certificate must have “a completed application form as 

provided for by the Firearms Rules, four passport-size photographs, one signed by a referee that 

it is a true likeness of the applicant, and a signed statement by a referee that the information 

contained in the application is correct and that they know of no reason that the person should not 

be allowed to possess a shotgun” (Library of Congress). A majority of the time an individual 
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must apply for a certificate to obtain a firearm. However, the chief officer of the police may also 

grant shotgun certificates if the officer believes the applicant will not use the weapon to harm 

themselves or the public.  

The application for a firearm certificate must have “a completed application form as 

provided for by the Firearms Rules, the names and addresses of two people acting as referees, 

who must be residents of Great Britain, of good character, and have personally known the 

applicant for at least two years, and four passport-size photographs, one signed by the applicant 

and one signed by a referee” (Library of Congress). As stated before, the chief officer of the 

police may also grant a firearm certificate to an individual if the officer believes that the 

applicant is fit to possess a firearm, has good reasoning, and does not pose a threat to the public’s 

safety. 

Firearm/Overall Crime Statistics per Country 

The United States 

According to Giffords Law Center, 36,000 Americans are killed by guns each year with 

an average of 100 per day. Gun deaths have increased by sixteen percent from 2014 to 2017 with 

70% of all homicides were conducted with a firearm (Giffords Law Center). Though gun 

violence is common in the United States, other crimes are also recurring as well. In 2018, 

property crime was number one with a rate of 2,362.9 and larceny-theft, coming in second, with 

a rate of 1,696.5 per 100,000 inhabitants (Statistica). With a substantial difference in rates 

between crimes, burglary is next on the list with a rate of 429.7 and violent crime with 394.9. In 

2018, the United States had an approximate total of 6,603 people murdered with a handgun and 

2,963 deaths due to a firearm (Statistica). In addition to the number of deaths relating to crime, in 
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2016,  there were 4.96 homicides due to knives or cutting instruments for every million of the 

population (Harris, 2018). 

Germany 

Germany is a relatively safe country. In 2017, crime dropped by ten percent according to 

a report (DW). Germany has a firearm-related death rate of 0.99 per 100,000 people each year. 

Germany also has a homicide rate of 1.01 per year and approximately 826 deaths per year 

(World Population Review). Though Germany has a relatively low firearm-related death rate, 

stabbings and knife crimes have set a record high in the past year. In 2018, over 4,100 knife 

crimes have been reported to the police (Kern, 2019). During the decade, knife crimes have 

increased by more than 900%. Though knife crime is at its all-time high, most German media do 

not cover knife-related crimes and are regularly dismissed. During the first two months of 2019, 

the German police reported an average of eleven knife-related crimes occurring each day (Kern, 

2019). 

The United Kingdom 

In the United Kingdom, it is fairly difficult to obtain a firearm. Due to restrictive gun 

legislation, the United Kingdom has a low firearm-related death rate of 0.23 per 100,000 people 

(World Population Review). The homicide rate is 0.06 with an approximate total of 155 deaths 

per year. Although the United Kingdom has a relatively low firearm-related death rate, they have 

increased amounts of knife-related crimes. The most common method of murder in the United 

Kingdom is by a knife or other sharp instruments. By the end of March 2018, there were an 

estimated 285 homicides with the use of a knife or a sharp instrument. Comparing March 2017 to 

March 2018, there was an increase in knife-related crimes by 34% (Elkin, 2019). 
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Conclusion 

Comparing the United States to Germany and the United Kingdom, the differences in 

crime rates are substantially different. With the United States being more permissive with gun 

legislation, the country and its citizens can see gun-related crime more often. Though Germany 

and the United Kingdom are less permissive with guns, which correlates to a low firearm-death 

rate, they have a higher rate of knife-related crime and stabbings. Enforcing laws and acts that 

are restrictive can be beneficial by decreasing possible crime within communities. 

If the United States could find a type of reform to enforce gun control, that does not 

violate the Second Amendment rights of Americans, then the number of gun-related deaths could 

decrease. Enforcing adequate, genuine background checks to all Americans, who have the desire 

to possess a firearm, can help keep weapons out of the hands of those who are unfit to obtain 

one. The United States would start losing fewer lives to gun violence if certain reforms were 

enforced such as red flag laws, mandatory waiting periods, and/or background checks. 

Furthermore, leading to a safer and peaceful American society. 
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